
The Gang Stalking n’ Stuff Did Some
Wiretapping for no reason at all ...
So I wasted my time wiretapping my
house and places I went with a USB 
Electret Embedded Mic Thingey ...
Saves WAV Files as 192K 24K 
Sample Rate and then do ffmpeg ...

Same Bullshit about poisoning with 
barium or whatever the fuck they 
said ... Same Blabber of Shite ...

https://spycentre.com/products/8gb-
usb-flash-drive-voice-recorder-with-
16-hour-battery-life
Tin Hat Linux    xfce 64b thuser pw ...[edit]

Tin Hat Linux

Developer Anthony G. Basile, et al.
OS family Unix-like
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Source model Open source
Latest release 20150616 / June 16, 2015; 4 years ago

Available in Multilanguage
Package manager Portage

Platforms IA-32, x86-64

Kernel type Monolithic



Default user interface GNOME
License Various

Official website tinhat.sourceforge.net
Tin Hat is a Security-focused Linux distribution derived from Hardened Gentoo Linux. It 
aims to provide a very secure, stable, and fast desktop environment that lives purely 
in RAM.[25] Tin Hat boots from CD, or optionally from USB flash drive, but it does not mount
any file system directly from the boot device. [25] Instead, Tin Hat employs a 
large SquashFS image from the boot device which expands into tmpfs upon booting. This 
makes for long boot times, but fast speeds during use.

Design goal[edit]

The central design consideration in Tin Hat is to construct an operating system that can 
hide data from an attacker even if he has physical access to the computer. [25] Physical 
access to a computer with unencrypted filesystems does not secure the data and an 
attacker could easily retrieve the data. Encrypting the filesystem provides protection from 
such an attack, but many implementations of encryption do not hide the fact that data is 
encrypted on the filesystem. For example, the LUKS encryption system includes metadata 
which detail the block cipher and block cipher mode used in encryption. This information 
does not help the attacker decrypt the filesystem, but it does reveal that it contains 
encrypted data and not random data. However, Tin Hat stores its filesystem in the RAM, 
leaving no data in the computer's hard drive. If the user stores any data via a more 
permanent means than RAM, the encrypted data is indiscernible from random data.

Tin Hat's preferred method of encryption is via loop-aes v3.

Beyond these considerations, Tin Hat has to also protect against more 
common exploits based on networking or security holes in software. The hardening model 
chosen is PaX/Grsecurity which is already provided by the Hardened Gentoo project. 
Hardening of the kernel and the toolchain make most code born exploits less likely. A non-
modular compiled kernel further frustrates the insertion of malicious kernel modules.
[citation needed]

CELL PHONE DATA SPYING: IT’S 
NOT JUST THE NSA
DECEMBER 12, 2013



USA Today

December 9, 2013
Local police are increasingly able to scoop up large amounts of 
cellphone data using new technologies, including cell tower 
dumps and secret mobile devices known as Stingrays. Here’s a 
closer look at how police do it.
The National Security Agency isn’t the only government entity 
secretly collecting data from people’s cellphones. Local police are
increasingly scooping it up, too.

Armed with new technologies, including mobile devices that tap 
into cellphone data in real time, dozens of local and state police 
agencies are capturing information about thousands of cellphone
users at a time, whether they are targets of an investigation or 
not, according to public records obtained by USA TODAY and 
Gannett newspapers and TV stations.
The records, from more than 125 police agencies in 33 states, 
reveal:
* About one in four law-enforcement agencies have used a tactic 
known as a “tower dump,” which gives police data about the 
identity, activity and location of any phone that connects to the 
targeted cellphone towers over a set span of time, usually an 
hour or two. A typical dump covers multiple towers, and wireless 
providers, and can net information from thousands of phones.
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The announcement that Americans are set to be bombarded with mandatory government 

propaganda via their cellphones represents a shocking lurch forward in the Obama 

administration’s bid to launch a total takeover of all communications as part of a wider move 

towards controlling the Internet, developing an omnipresent wiretap system, and creating a 

constant environment of suspicion and distrust by enlisting citizens to spy on each other.

Short of implanting a microchip in people’s heads, the US government has opted for the next best 

thing, a chip in your cellphone. But what else will these “special chips” be used for?

“Presidential and local emergency messages as well as Amber Alerts would appear on cell phones 

equipped with special chips and software,” under the new program which was launched today in 

New York and is set to be rolled out across all major cities by the end of next year, reports CBS 

New York.

Cellphone users would not be able to opt out of “presidential messages,” with Verizon and AT&T, 

the nation’s largest cell phone carriers, already on board.

“For now, the alerts are capable on certain high-end cell phones but starting next year, all cell 

phones will be required to have the chip that receives alerts,” adds the report.

The messages will supersede all other phone traffic and have a unique signal and vibration, 

meaning that your private conversation could be cut off to make way for government propaganda 

in a program that resembles Minority Report-style invasiveness on steroids.

What else these “special chips” that will be mandatory in all cellphones will do is not 

explained, but given the recent scandal where it emerged that cell phone companies were 

building location databases of where their users had traveled, the sky’s the limit.

Cell phone providers already have the capability to send out text messages to all their subscribers

instantly, so why the government needs a “special chip” to be installed will only heighten 

suspicions that this is a trojan horse for an omnipresent wiretap that will feed every scintilla of 

information from your phone directly to big brother.

As one respondent to the story put it, “Surely you only need a database of all phone numbers to 

send out text messages. Am I only person wondering why all handsets need to be fitted with 

“special chips” in order to receive text messages? The “special chips” can only be being 
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